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What college or university do you attend? *

What degree are you currently pursuing? *

What is your area of concentration? *

When are you expected to graduate? *

Resume/CV
+ Select a file
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If you did not upload your resume/CV above, please paste a link to your LinkedIn
page. You must either upload your CV/Resume or paste a link to your LinkedIn page
for your application to be considered.

Which areas of epidemiology interests you most? *

Areas of epidemiology
Needs Assessment: The collection and analysis of information that relates to the needs of
affected populations and that will help determine gaps between desired outcomes and
current measured outcomes.
Data analysis: This includes survey/surveillance design, data collection, data cleaning,
statistical coding, analyses, and interpretation of results.
Program Monitoring and Evaluation: This focuses on operationalization progress and
outcome indicators, creating and maintaining data collection systems, and creating
summaries and reports on program strategy and results
Why did you select this area as your top interest? *

Which areas of epidemiology interests you the second most? Please select a
different option than you did for the previous question. *

Why did you select this area as your second interest? *
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Which areas within Maternal and Child Health interest you? *
Women/Maternal Health
Perinatal/Infant Health
Child Health
Children with Special Health Care Needs
Adolescent Health
Other (please specify)
Other area

What do you hope to learn or experience as a GSEP intern? How will this help you in
your career? Please be thorough but concise (300-word limit). *

What skill sets and/or statistical packages are you interested in learning or
mastering? *

Briefly describe your current level of experience with statistical packages. *
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